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Chapter-1 
INTRODUCTION 
The last quarter century has been marked by the rapid growth of the soUd 
state sciences. This has exerted an increasingly larger and broader impact on 
newer areas of science and technology. The growing applications of solid state 
devices and the emergence of materials like superconducting ceramics, solid 
electrolytes, conducting polymers and the use of solid oxide fuels in rockets and 
spacecrafts and requirements of better refractory materials has stimulated interest 
in the search of newer solids exhibiting the projected properties and the study of 
solid state reactions. It is the applications of solids that has stimulated a growing 
interest in solid area because of ever increasing demand of new materials. New 
solid fast ion conductors called solid electrolytes are used in fuel cells, sensors and 
number of electrochemical devices. This area of research called solid state ionics 
is a thrust area because of ever increasing demand of new materials.' 
From the industrial point of view, reactions in solid state have a universal 
importance. New technologies based on nuclear energy, space exploration and 
solid state electronic devices have stressed the need for high temperature solid 
state materials and for a systematic understanding of their chemical behaviour. 
Research in solid state chemistry is essentially concerned with investigation 
of structure and properties of solids, the primary motivation being understanding 
and predicting if possible the properties of solids in terms of their chemical 
compositions and crystal and electronic structures.^ 
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Various methods are available for preparing solids, the method adopted 
depending to a certain extent on the form of the desired product. Thus crystalline 
solids may take the form of 
(a) A single crystal that is as pure and as free from defects as possible. 
(b)A single crystal whose structure has been modified by the creation of 
defects usually as a consequence of introducing specific impurities. 
(c) A powder i.e. a large number of small crystals. 
(d) A polycrystalline solid piece e.g. a pallet or a ceramic tube in which a large 
number of crystals are present in various orientations. 
(e) A thin film 
In addition an important class of solid materials is non-crystalline, 
amorphous or glassy. Non crystalline solids may also be prepared in various 
forms, e.g. as tubes, pellets or thin films. 
Probably the most widely used method for the preparation of 
polycrystalline solids (i.e. powders) is the direct reaction in the solid state of a 
mixture of solid starting materials called solid state reaction. Solids don't usually 
react together at room temperature over normal time scales and it is necessary to 
heat them to much higher temperatures, often 1000 to 1500°C, in order for 
reaction to occur at an appreciable rate. This shows that both thermodynamic 
consideration and kinetic factors are important in solid state reactions; 
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thermodynamic considerations show whether or not a particular reaction should 
occur by considering the changes in free energy that are involved; kinetic factors 
determine the rate at which the reaction occurs. Solid state chemistry is concerned 
with the synthesis, structure, properties and applications of solid materials. The 
materials are usually inorganic, but not exclusively so. Thus, metals may be 
including during consideration of crystal structures and related areas such as 
crystal defects, solid solutions, phase transitions and phase diagrams. Organic 
solids are also included in cases (a) where they exhibit interesting physical 
properties such as high electrical conductivity and (b) where the reactions of 
organic solids are subject to topochemical control, i.e. where they are influenced 
by their molecular packing arrangement. 
The large majority of inorganic solids are non-molecular and their structure 
is determined by the manner in which the atoms or ions are packed together in 
three dimensions. The variety and complexity of structure types which they show 
is central to an appreciation of solid state chemistry. This includes not only the 
description and classification of crystal structures, with a working knowledge of 
space groups, but also an evaluation of the factors that influence and control 
crystal structures. By contrast, in molecular substances the structure and properties 
are those of the individual molecules. The fact that many of them are solids at 
room temperature is incidental. Solid state chemistry is therefore concerned 
mainly with non-molecular materials. 
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An additional and important structural aspect is the defect structure of 
solids. All solids contain defects of some kind and often these have great influence 
on properties such as electrical conductivity, mechanical strength and chemical 
reactivity. Closely related to this is the subject of solid solutions. These allow the 
compositions of solids to be varied significantly within the framework of the same 
overall crystal structure. By varying the composition in this way, it is possible to 
systematically control or modify many properties. 
Although solid state science is an area of intense research activity pursued 
by physicists and material scientists, the contributions of chemists to this area have 
a distinct identity. The great skill of chemists in developing novel methods for the 
synthesis of complex materials, make their contributions to solid state science 
unique. At the present time, solid state chemistry is mainly concerned with the 
development of new methods of synthesis, new ways of identifying and 
characterizing materials and of describing their structure and above all, with new 
strategies of tailor-making materials with desired and controllable properties, be 
they electronic, magnetic, dielectric, optical, adsorptive or catalytic. 
Clearly solid state chemistry has come of age. A large part of the work 
relates to transition metal oxides including superconductors, although in recent 
years, other novel solids have equally gained attention. 
Synthesis and characterization constitute the most essential aspects of 
modem solid state chemistry. In the last few years chemists have discovered many 
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innovative methods of preparing new complex solids. Besides the well known 
ceramic procedures we now have chemical methods employing gentle routes and 
low temperatures, often yielding unusual metastable solids of considerable 
interest. 
Every material has to be characterized with respect to composition, 
homogeneity and structure. There has been a revolution in the methods employed 
for characterization.'* Traditionally, crystallography has played an important role 
in characterizations. In the last few years, powder diffraction employing profile 
analysis (with both neutron and X-rays) has been employed with great success for 
characterization. High-resolution electron microscopy is an indispensable tool for 
the study of local structure, specially of defect solids. 
The methods that are used to synthesize solids are obviously very 
important. Several methods are available including solid state reaction, vapour 
phase transport, precipitation and electrochemical methods. The solid may be 
prepared in a variety of forms, including single crystal, powder, solid piece, etc. 
Many of the synthetic methods that are used are unique to solid state chemistry 
and are not encountered in other branches of chemistry. 
The physical techniques and methods that are used to analyse and study 
solids are also often quite different from those that are used in other branches of 
chemistry. Thus, there is much less emphasis on spectroscopic methods and, 
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instead more emphasis on a variety of diffraction (Principally X-ray diffraction 
and microscopic (principally electron microscopic techniques). 
X-ray diffraction has two principal uses in solid state chemistry. First, 
almost all crystal structures are solved by single crystal X-ray diffraction. 
Exceptions arise when either electron or neutron diffraction is used or when 
powdered samples are used for X-ray diffraction. Second, all crystalline solids 
have their own characteristic X-ray powder diffraction pattern which may be used 
as means of 'fingerprinting'. However, powder diffraction has many other 
applications besides straight forward phase identification. These include: study of 
polymorphism, phase transitions and solid solutions, determination of accurate 
unit cell parameters, particle size measurements, phase diagram determination. As 
far as analytical techniques are concerned powder X-ray diffraction is unusual.'* 
The importance of knowledge of the bonding forces that hold solids 
together is self evident. However, quantitative calculations of, for example, bond 
energies are difficult to make because most inorganic solids have bonds that are a 
blend of ionic and covalent. Thus, the treatment of ideal, extreme bond types-ionic 
bonds by lattice energy calculations and covalent bounds by molecular orbital 
theory is possible and refined calculations may be made, for instance, of the NaCl 
structure or the H2 molecule. The number of substances that may be treated in this 
way is very limited, however, most so-called ionic substances have a degree of 
covalent bonding, in which the outer electron clouds on the anions are polarized 
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towards the extra positive charge on the cations. Also, most so called covalent 
substances have bonds which exhibit some polarity, arising from the difference in 
electro-negativity of the elements present. Many solids can be treated according to 
band (or zone) theory. This may be applied qualitatively to rationalizing the 
structure, spectroscopic behaviour, conductivity etc., of a wide range of solids. It 
is particularly invaluable in understanding the conductivity of metals and 
semiconductors. Vast tracts of solids, analysed according to band theory; most of 
this lies outside the sphere of solid state chemistry. 
Solids are characterized by incompressibility, rigidity and mechanical 
strength. This indicates that the molecules, atoms or ions that make up or solid are 
closely packed, they are held together by strong cohesive forces and cannot move 
at random. Thus, in solids we have well-ordered molecular arrangement.^ 
The term solid is employed in a general sense to describe forms of matter 
possessing rigidity and a tendency to maintain both their shape and volume, in 
these respects solids differ from gases and liquids. In recent years, however, it is 
solid state substances which are of a crystalline nature; that is to say, that state is 
distinguished by a complete regularity of arrangement of the atoms or molecules 
of which the apparently solid materials, e.g. glass and pitch, the distribution of 
atoms on molecules is not altogether regular. Such substances are said to be 
amorphous, that is without shape. In the amorphous state there is probably some 
regularity, but it is only partial and possibly transient. Nevertheless, it appears that 
there may be a gradual transition between the strict regimentation on the one hand 
and completely random distribution on the other, and a study of the solid state has 
helped to throw light on the structures of amorphous materials. 
It has been said that the beauty of crystals lies in the planeness of their 
faces. Crystallography begin when the relations between the plane faces became a 
subject for scientific measurements. In 1969, Niels Stensen, Professor of Anatomy 
at Copenhagen and Vicar Apostolic of the North, compared the interfacial angles 
in specimens of quartz crystals. An interfacial angle is defined as the angle 
between lines drawn normal to two faces. He found that the corresponding angles 
in different crystals were always equal. After the invention of the contact 
goniometer in 1780, this conclusion was checked and extended to other 
substances, and the constancy of interfacial angles has been called the first law of 
crystallography. 
Some solids, like NaCl, sulphur and sugar, besides being incompressible 
and rigid, have also characteristic geometrical forms. Such substances are said to 
be crystalline solids. The X-ray diffraction studies reveal that their ultimate 
particles (viz., molecules, atoms or ions) are arranged in a definite pattern 
throughout the entire three dimensional network of a crystal. This definite and 
ordered arrangement of molecules, atoms or ions (as the case may be) extended 
over a large distance. This is termed as long range order. There is another category 
of solids such as glass, rubber and plastics, which possess properties of 
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incompressibility and rigidity to a certain extent but do not have definite 
geometrical forms. Such substances are called amorphous solids. 
High Temperature Super Conductivity 
Many types of materials have been explored in order to attain high 
transition temperatures over the past several decades. However until 1986, the 
highest transition temperature reached was 23K. Since the discovery of high-
temperature superconductivity at 30K in a cuprate by Bednarz and MuUer in 1986, 
the situation has changed. A variety of cuprate and other oxides materials have 
since been discovered and characterized. 
Metal oxides themselves are not new to superconductivity, superconducting 
temperatures of around 13K were obtained some years ago in Lii+x Ti2-x O4 
(Johnston et al. 1973) and BaBii.x PbOj (Sleight et al 1975). The discovery of 
superconductivity in the La-Ba-Cu-0 system (Bednordz and Muller 1986) pushed 
the upper limit of the transition temperature from a stagnant value of 23K to 
around 20K and initiated an unprecedented pace of search for high-temperature 
superconductivity. The superconducting phase in the La-Ba-Cu-0 system had the 
quasi two dimensional K2NiF4 structure containing a perovskite layer the parent 
compound being Ca2 CUO4. 
High temperature superconductivity is not restricted to cuprate alone, but 
what is interesting that all the high Tc materials discovered upto now are metal 
oxides. It is not entirely unlikely that the ability of the metal oxygen bond to 
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transverse the entire range from the extreme ionic Hmit to the highly covalent limit 
is related to this feature. 
Despite the natural abundances of solids, reactions in the solid state 
remained unrecognized for a long time. Though some systematic study of 
reactions between solids was done in the 19' century.^ 
The study of superionic solids in a new field of material science and 
technology. Most of the solid state devices developed in the last three decades are 
based on the motion of electrons. Ionic solids have received very little attention in 
the past because of the non-availability of solids with high ionic conductivity at 
room temperature. However, in 1967 the situation suddenly changed with the 
discovery of fast sodium-ion conduction in P-alumina and silver conduction in 
RbAgls.^ 
Solids with exceptionally high ionic conductivity in the range of 0.01-10 
ohm"' cm"', are termed as superionic conductors or solid electrolytes. This class of 
materials is extra ordinarily diverse and includes simple inorganic compounds 
(such as PbF2 and Agl) and organic polymers (such as polyethene oxide PEO) 
doped with metal salts'° and propellants have added new dimensions to their 
importance. And it is only the application of solids that has stimulated a growing 
interest in solid state reactions. 
Superionic conductors or solid fast ion conductors: 
Solid fast ion conductors are the ionic solids with extraordinarily high ionic 
conductivity, where the potential charge carriers are ions. The diversity of 
materials showing high ionic conductivity makes the classification difficult. The 
most important classes of superionic conducting solids are as follows: 
(a) Solids with phase transitions: Some of the ionic conductors attain a high 
electrical conductivity only above a certain temperature. Those compounds 
for which the high temperature phase shows fast ion behaviour were 
included in the class. The transition may be of the first order as Agl or 
diffuse (Bredig transition) as in all fluorite structure materials. The 
transition results in the generation of anion Frenkel disorder and it appears 
that both vacancies and interstitials are mobile in the superionic phase. 
More recently, the occurrence of Bredig transition has been clearly 
demonstrated in UO2. 
The study of phase transition is an important aspect of modem physical 
science. In some of the simple solid state transitions, only changes in primary or 
secondary coordination, accompanied by significant changes in some of the 
properties. These transitions as well as their implications for materials applications 
continue to be of vital interest in solid state chemistry and materials science.'"^ 
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Typically such transitions are those involving changes in magnetic and 
dielectric properties. Spin state transitions occur both in molecular and ionic 
solids. Metal insulator transitions in solids involving vast changes in electrical 
properties are yet to be fully understood. There are transitions such as the glass 
transition which have taken a long time to understand. The advent of Monte Carlo 
and molecular dynamics methods has made a big impact on the study of phase 
transitions, specially of molecular systems. 
A variety of solids exhibit transformation from one crystal structure to 
another (polymorphism) as the temperature or pressure is varied. Besides such 
phase transitions involving changes in atomic configuration, solids also undergo 
transformations where the electronic or the spin configuration changes. The 
subject of phase transition has grown enormously in recent years, with new type of 
transitions as well as new approaches to explain the phenomena having been 
reported extensively in the literature.'^'^ 
During a phase transition, the free energy of the solid remains continuous, 
but thermodynamic quantities such as entropy, volume and heat capacity exhibit 
discontinuous changes. Depending on which derivative of the Gibbs free energy, 
G, shows a discontinuous change at the transition, phase transitions are generally 
classified as first order or second order. In a first order transition where the G, 
(P,T) surfaces of the parent and product phases intersect sharply, the entropy and 
the volume show singular behaviour. In second order transition, on the other hand. 
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the heat capacity, compressibility or thermal expansivity shows singular 
behaviour. 
One important aspect of phase transition in solids is the presence of soft 
modes operationally, a soft mode is a collective excitation whose frequency 
decreases anomalously as the transition point is reached. 
In second order transitions, the soft mode frequency goes to zero at Tc 
(critical temperature), but in first order transitions, the phase change occurs before 
the mode frequency goes to zero. Soft modes have been found to accompany a 
variety of solid state transitions, including those of superconductors and organic 
solids.'^''' Occurrence of soft modes in phase transition can be inferred from 
Landaus treatment wherein atomic displacements may themselves be considered 
to represent an order parameter. 
It has been found convenient to classify phase transitions in solids on the 
basis of the mechanism.'^ Three important kinds of transitions of common 
occurrence are as follows: 
(i) Nucleation and growth transitions, a typical example being the anatase-
rutile transformation of Ti02, 
(ii) Positional and orientation order disorder transitions, and 
(iii) Martensitic transitions 
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A typical example of a positional order disorder transition is that of Agl; 
orientational, order - disorder transitions are exhibited by many solids such as 
ammonium halides, plastic (orientationally disordered) crystals, and salts of di- or 
poly-atomic anions. 
On the basis of our knowledge of crystal chemistry, we can predict the 
nature of structural changes in the phase transitions of simple ionic solids. Thus, 
the Bom model satisfactorily explains the relative stabilities of structures of 
simple ionic solids. 
On the basis of ionicity considerations, we can account for the structure of 
III-V, II-VI, and such binary compounds.'^ Some years ago. Burger'^ classified 
phase transitions in solids on the basis of changes in the primary higher 
coordination. Transformations involving primary coordination (e.g. CsCl structure 
NaCl structure, aragonite - calcite) can be reconstructive or dilational. 
Transformations, involving 2"*^  or higher coordination (e.g.; a-P quartz; tetragonal 
- cubic transition of BaTiOs) can be reconstructive or displacive. Burger 
suggested that transformation involving changes in primary coordination such as 
in the CsCl-NaCl transformation can occur more readily by a dilational or 
deformational mechanism rather than by a drastic mechanism necessitating the 
breaking and making of bonds. Fig A It is interesting that the CsCl - NaCl 
transition is now considered to be martensitic with orientational relations between 
the two phases. It seems likely that phase transition in many in organic solids do 
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not require diffusion and involve a deformational mechanism'^ wherein the parent 
product phases have orientational relationships. 
Electronic Transitions 
Among the phase transitions where electronic factors play a major role; the 
most well-known are the metal insulator transitions exhibited by transition metal 
oxides, sulphides, and so on.'^' " A recent observation ' of some interest is that 
the metal-nonmetal transition occurs at a critical electron concentration as given 
by the particular form of the Mott criterion, nc''^ aH= 0.26+0.05. The verwey 
transition in Fe304 is associated with a marked jump in conductivity, but the 
material remains a semiconductor both above and below the transition temperature 
(123K); below 123K, there is charge ordering of Fe^^ and Fe^^ ions. The verwey 
transition has been a subject of intensive discussion, but there is still some doubt 
with regard to the mechanism of the transition. LaCoOs and other rare-earth 
cobalities show first order phase transition around 1200K which seem to be 
essentially governed by the change in electronic entropy.^ '^^ '*"^ ^ 
Another interesting transition that we have been interested in is that of La2 
Ni04, which crystallizes in the two dimensional K2NiF4 structure. Unlike K2NiF4, 
Li2Ni04 is not known to show any long-range antiferromagnetic order but only 
shows deviation from Lruie-Weiss law due to short range interactions.^^ What is 
more interesting is that Li2Ni04 undergoes a gradual semiconductor metal 
transition ^ and 550 K; no structural change accompanying the transition has been 
reported. 
b. Layer and Tunnel Structured Compounds: 
For this class of compounds, ion transport is confined to two or one 
dimensions, respectively. The P-AI2O3 in which the mobile cations are located in 
conduction planes between the spinal structured alumina block is a good 
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example. 
Despite the fact that P-AI2O3 is probably the most widely studied fast-ion 
conductor, knowledge of the basic migration mechanism is still uncertain. The 
stiochiometric material has the composition Na20)iAl203 and has a structure, in 
which spinal structured alumina layers 'Sandwich' the conduction planes where 
the mobile Na ions and the bridging oxygen ions are located. The structure of (5-
AI2O3 is shown in Fig.l Wang et al. has proposed a widely^^ accepted model of 
migration mechanism. 
They suggested that excess Na^ occupies a split interstitial configuration in 
which two Na' ions occupy mid-oxygen positions. Migration involves a saddle 
point where the migrating ion occupies a normal vacant site. The calculations of 
Wang et al gave activation energies for migration that agreed well with 
experimental data. The widely studied NaSiCoN compounds which has the 
Na 
Al 
O 
Fig.l: The Structure of P-alumina 
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composition Na3Zr2 PSi20i2 provides an example of a three dimensional tunnel 
structure. 
c. Heavily doped and massively disordered solids: 
Fluorite structured compounds can be doped with both low and high 
valence ions to create high concentrations of mobile defects. Yttrium doped Ce02 
is a good example for low valence ion doping. Here, the mobile defects are oxygen 
vacancies compensating for the Y^^  cation substitutionals."" The rare earth doping 
of CaF2 provides an example of the latter where the substitutional rare-earth atom 
has excess positive charge and is compensated by anion interstitials. Both anion 
vacancies and interstitials are mobile species in the fluorite structure. But the 
low-valence doped materials have received greater attention as ionic conductors 
because of the high mobility with vacancy activation energies being typically 0.5 
eV. The most important factor limiting the magnitude of the conductivity in this 
class of compounds is the nature of the dopent-defect interactions. In anion excess 
systems, a fascinating range of cluster structures, have been elucidated.^ "^^ ^ A 
subtly different example is provided by RbBiF4, where the preservence of the two 
types of cations results in the two types of cation results in the ready creation of 
anion Frenkel defect."'^  
d. Proton conductors: 
The materials with high proton mobilities are involved in a separate class, 
owing to their distinctive transport mechanisms. In recent years there has been an 
T CC) 
1000 600 400 300 200 100 50 
Fig. 2 
' Conductivity of some proton conductors as a function of l/T. The overlapping area between BaCeOj 
and SrCeOs indicates solid solutions based on these compounds. (Adapted from Iwahara, H., Bull. Ceram. Soc. 
Jpn.. 1992. 27. 112. With permission.) 
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intensification of research aimed at discovering new proton conductors and the 
mechanism of conduction in these compounds. This renewed activity has been 
driven by the potential use of such compounds in fuel cells, sensors, water 
electrolysis units and other electrochemical devices. Glasser and Huggin have 
reviewed on proton conductors up to 1979. Proton conductors like 
H3PMoi204o.2aH20 and H3PW12O40.29H20 show a very high conductivity 18x10"' 
ohm"' cm"' at room temperature. 
Hydrogen uranyl phosphate (HUP), V02(HP04). 4H2O, which has a 
layered structure, has been shown to exhibit exceptionally high conductivities 
(=0.4x10" ohm" cm" ) at 17°C. HUP has a layered structure in which Uranyl ions 
are bridged by phosphate groups. The very high conductivity and intricate water 
structure make HUP an ideal subject for diffusional and conductivity studies.^ ^ 
A major shortcoming of these compounds is that they require water or 
ammonium ion species for fast ion conduction. When this water or proton carrier 
is lost the conductivity is decreased by several orders of magnitude. 
Proton conductors can be usually classified in to hydrated materials and 
hydroxy oxides. Hydrogen uranyl phosphate (HUO2 P04.C1H2O) is one of the best 
example of the hydrated proton conductors.^^ The structure comprises layers of 
uranyl and phosphate ions separated by layers of hydrogen bonded water 
molecules. The structures of deuteriated samples of this material have been studied 
in detail by Fitch and Coworkers.^ "^""^  They found that the H2O molecules are 
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grouped into square planar arrangements, held together by hydrogen bonding 
water molecules in different layers are also bridged by hydrogen bonds which 
reveal the preservence of H5O2 . The mechanisms proposed by Fitch et al have 
been challenged with alternative models being proposed based on U^O* migration 
and surface transport. 
One of the examples of the second class of proton conductors is Yb doped 
SrCe03,''^ which has a distorted perovoskite structure. Yb dissolved into the lattice 
as a cation substitution with compensation of oxygen vacancies. Many perovoskite 
structured oxides can act as proton conductors with appreciable oxygen vacancy 
concentrations introduced by doping. 
e. Halide Ion Conductors: 
Several halides that have the fluorite (CaF2) structure may be classified as 
solid electrolytes at high temperatures because they have high halide ion 
conductivity. One of the best examples is PbF2 in which a ~ 5ohm"'cm'' above ~ 
500°C. At room temperature, PbF2 has a very low ionic conductivity and as such is 
a typical ionic solid. With rising temperature its conductivity increases smoothly 
and rapidly until at ~500°C a limiting value of ~ Sohm'cm"' is reached Fig . 
Above this temperature a increases only slowly and there is little, if any, change in 
a on melting at 822°C. It is interesting that some materials such as PbF2 arrive in 
the highly conducting condition gradually on increasing the temperature, whereas 
other materials such as Agl do so by undergoing an abrupt change in crystal 
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Structure. Other materials that behave Hke PbFa are SrCb, which has a very high a 
between ~ 700°C and the melting point 873°C, and CaFi, excess F~ ions enhance 
the conductivity by creating a disordering situation in anionic sublattice. 
Better fluoride ion conductors, like KBiF4, RbBiF4, Pb ysBi 25, F2 25 etc. have 
been recently reported. In materials like LaFs and YF3 first order phase transition 
occur, while in few other like CaF2, it is second order. 
The structure of most of the fluoride ion conductors is not known at high 
temperature. The relationship between structure and solid electrolytic behaviour of 
LaF3 and YF3 is discussed by O'Keeffe and Hyde. Most of the halide ion 
conductors have fluorite type structure. Here, there are a large number of 
octahedral interstitial voids. The metal cations are surrounded by eight anions. The 
structure can be considered ideally as formed by F~ cubes sharing faces. Half of 
the cubes are occupied by cations, half are empty, allowing diffusion of the F" 
anions from one comer to another through the available central position, thus 
providing an open structure. According to Reau, the presence of which arrives in 
the highly conducting conduction just as the melting point, 1418°C, is approached. 
f. Oxide ion conductors: 
The high temperature, cubic polymorph of Zirconia has the fluorite crystal 
structure shown in Fig.4 and may be stabilized to room-temperature by formation 
of solid solutions with CaO, Y2O3 etc. Such 'stabilized Zirconias' are good 0^~ ion 
conductors at high temperatures, mainly because the mechanism of solid solution 
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formation involves the creation of vacant O^ ^ sites in order to preserve 
electroneutrality, e.g. lime-stabilized zirconia has the formula (Ca^Zr^x) O2.x:0.1< 
X <0.2 with each Ca^ ^ ion that is introduced one 0^~ ion vacancy is created. The 
fluorite crystal for high ionic conductivity since the F~ ion conductors such as 
PbF2 have this structure also. Typical conductivities in stabilized zirconias (e.g. 85 
mol% Zr02, 15% CaO) are 5x10"^ ohm"' cm"' at 1000°C with an activation energy 
for conduction of ~1.3eV. At lower temperatures, of course, stabilized zirconias 
have conductivities that are many order of magnitude less than those of the Na^ 
and Ag^ ion solid electrolytes. Their usefulness stems from the fact that they are 
refractory materials, can be used up to very high temperatures (e.g. 1500°C) and 
have good oxide ion conductivity, which is an unusual property. Thoria (rh02) 
and hafnia (1''02) may be doped and are good O ion conductors at high 
temperatures, similar to Zr02. 
g. Oxygen Ion Conductors: 
rhe first solid oxide electrolyte used was the ceramic with composition 85 
w% Zr02 and 15 wt% Y2O3 used by Nemst as an incandescent lighting material. 
The definite conductivity mechanism in terms of oxygen vacancies was proposed 
by Wanger and by Hund. The sudden increase of scientific interest of oxide ion 
conductors started after Kiukota and Wagner. 
Most of the oxygen ion conductors are good only at high temperatures and 
are mixed conductors. The unique property of these compounds is the dependence 
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Composition dependency of conductivity (800'C) of solid solutions in the ZrOj-MjOj(or -MO) 
iy%\tm. (Adapted from Tannenbergcr. H.. Proc. J. Ini. Etude PiUs Combust., 1965. 19.) 
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of conductivity on the ambient pressure on activity. At high oxygen pressure 
conductivity is predominantly hole conductivity and at low pressure electronic 
conductivity dominates. It is only in the intermediate pressure range, that the 
conductivity is mostly ionic and practically independent of oxygen pressure. 
Most of the oxide electrolytes are based on thoria, ceria, Zirconia, hafnia 
etc. The common structure which sustains oxygen ion conduction is the fluorite 
structure. 
The packing of oxygen in these compounds is not close and there are 8-
coordinated cubic interstices. Probably due to such structural looseness they easily 
form solid solutions with alkaline earth or rare earth oxides in an unusually wide 
range of composition. 
h. Amorphous and Polymer ion conductors: 
Current studies are increasingly focusing on new crystalline ionic 
conductors which offer distinct advantages to materials fabrication. 
Amorphous ionic conductors are not new materials. Ionic conductivity in 
silicate glasses has been extensively studied for several decades.'*'' Recent work on 
conducting glasses has been concentrated on borate materials like (Li20)xB203 
which has high cation conductivity. In a review by Tuller''^  it has been given a 
wide range of data on the variation of the conductivity with cation concentration 
and temperature. 
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Ion conducting polymers are prepared by dissolving salts of monovalent 
ions in polyethene. Reasonable conductivity can be achieved as they can be 
readily prepared as thin films and therefore, have the major advantage in battery 
applications. The cations are salvated by the oxygen of the polyethene and there is 
association between the salvated cation and the dissolved anions. The anions as 
well as cations are mobile in these material, and the high mobility requires an 
amorphous polymer structure. The evidence of these mechanism, has been 
obtained by EXAFS studies. Their classifications are not exhaustive. It includes 
most of the materials that are currently the subject of active investigation. 
Structure and Conductivity 
There is a definite relationship between structure and conductivity of ionic 
conductors. The structure which allows fast ion transport are generally disordered, 
channeled or layered, or it can be visualized as possessing liquid like molten 
sublattice type structure. Ion-ion interaction or correlation have also been shown to 
stimulate sharp changes in conductivity.'*^" '^ Even though the ionic conductivity 
predominates considerably, the total conductivity is the sum of the electronic and 
ionic conductivity. The electronic conductivity is always directly proportional to 
the band gap of the materials. According to Hyne the electronic band gap of a 
good solid electrolyte is always larger than T(300) eV. 
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In solid electrolytes, the presence of thermodynamic disorder or defects, 
either Schottky or Frankel, is necessary for ionic conduction. Conduction occurs 
by diffusion or migration of ions from one vacancy site to another. 
Apart from the presence in the lattice of available vacancies, another 
important feature of solid electrolyte is the low coordination of mobile cations. 
The role of the coordination of mobile cations may be explained by the area of the 
faces constituted by surrounding anions. The moving cations have to cross these 
faces as if they are real windows. The smaller the coordination number, the bigger 
the windows opening and easier the diffusion from an occupied site to an empty 
site." 
Another important property regarding the fast ion conductors in that, the 
weaker the bonding between the mobile ions and the lattice, the higher the 
mobility. A consequence of this is that the more covalent the host structure, the 
looser the bonds with the mobile ions which in turn increases the conductivity and 
lowers the activation energy. Studies on sheet oxides were in agreement with the 
above facts. Decreasing electronegativity difference between oxygen and sheet 
cations bring about higher conductivity and smaller activation energy.^ ^ 
Mechanism of Superionic Conductivity: 
There has been a substantial effort to understand the physics and chemistry 
of ionic compounds which have anomalously high ionic conductivity in the solid 
state. '" They are interesting from a fundamental point of view as form of 
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disordered solid whose properties, in certain respect place them intermediate 
between normal solids and liquids. Theoretical techniques, such as computational 
lattice and defect simulations, molecular dynamics and monte-carlo methods 
together with the major experimental investigation like ionic conductivity, specific 
heat, NMR, neutron scattering and light scattering,^^ have collectively saved the 
way to the present understanding of the mechanisms of ion transport in these 
materials. Some of the different models suggested for the superionic conductivity 
will be discussed very briefly. 
(a) Conventional transport mechanism: The transport is effected by a 
conventional hopping process, usually of defects, in a framework structured 
material. There is no fundamental difference between the nature of these 
migration mechanisms in fast ion and normal ionic conductors, but the 
defect may be present in exceptionally high concentrations and may have 
very low activation energies. A good example is provided by Ce02 doped 
with Y^'. 
The conductivity is based on the rapid transport of vacancies, which 
are, however migrating by a conventional dropping mechanism. The defect 
chemistry of these materials is based on the replacement by trivalent ions of 
the host cations with compensation of oxygen vacancies, the latter have act 
energies of about 0.5 eV and they may be present in high concentrations in 
the fluorite host owing to the high solubility for low valency substitutionals. 
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The material shows intriguing variations of the conductivity with the 
dopant concentration. Gerhardt - Anderson and Nowick et al showed that 
for dopant concentrations of less then 1 mol%, oxygen transport can be 
analysed in terms of the equilibrium between clusters and free vacancies. 
Thus to summarise, oxygen transport in these materials takes place 
by conventional vacancy doping process. At low concentrations, dopant 
defect interactions may be described by the formation of simple pair 
clusters, while at higher concentrations it is better to think of the problem 
using percolation models. 
(b) Correlated migration mechanism: In this category, the rapid ion transport is 
effected by several ions moving together in a concerted manner. Simulation 
methods are having greater values in revealing the details of such 
mechanism. LisN and RbBiF4 are good examples to explain this 
mechanism. 
LisN is possibly the best known Li^ ion conductor with an appreciable 
conductivity of 10'^  ohm"'cm"' at 50°C.^ ^ The crystal structure comprises of Li2N 
layers containing hexagonal arrays of Li* ions which are linked by bridging Li* 
ions lying between N "^ ions in adjacent layers. 
The molecular dynamics simulation techniques^ '^^ ^ applied to LisN produce 
the following important mechanistic information Li* ions can be readily excited 
thermally for the LisN layers into the gaps between the layers. 
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The vacancies that are thereby created can migrate rapidly through the 
crystal by highly correlated mechanism. This high degree of correlation in the Li 
ion motion is a key factor in promoting a high conductivity. 
The high conductivity of RbBiF4, the cation disordered fluorite structured 
material, was first studied by Rean and coworkers.^ '"^ "^  The material has the 
fluorite structure with disordered distribution if Rb^ and Bi* over the cation sites. 
The EXAFS studies show that disorder is generated preferentially around the Rb^ 
ions. The interstitials in the fluorite structure migrate by the interstitially 
mechanism, in which the migrating F~ ion displaces neighbouring lattice ions in to 
interstitially sites. The ions are moved in a correlated manner, the motion of each 
ion being of the interstitially type. As with LisN, case of creation of the defects is 
vital for the high conductivity, but correlated migration mechanisms are again 
clearly of certain importance. 
c. Liquid Like Diffusion Mechanism: 
Here, the mobile sublattice is highly disordered and hence transport cannot 
be interpretated in terms of doping between distinct lattice sites. There are very 
few materials to which this is an accurate model for the ion transport mechanism. 
There is however good structural evidence for very high degree of cation disorder 
in certain silver chalcogenides like Ag2S at high temperatures.^"' It seems that 
cation sublattice is structurally liquid like in these materials. It is, therefore, 
possible to suggest that the transport mechanism have a similar character. 
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d. Intermediate mechanism: 
This includes materials where there is a breakage of the lattice hopping 
models and those for which there is a transition from doping to liquid like 
transport. A good example of the first case is provided by Agl which undergoes 
phase transition at 147°C from Wurzite structure to a structure based on a body 
centered cubic (bcc)r sublattice, with a disordered distribution of Ag^ over the 
tetrahedral sites. The high temperature phase shown that Ag ion mobility. 
Neutron diffraction and quasi-elastic neutron scattering studies of Wuensch and 
Co~ workers have clearly demonstrated the localization of the silver ions in the 
tetrahedral sites of the superionic conductivity phase.^ '^^ ^ 
Li2MgCl4 which has an inverse spinal structure is another interesting 
material in which Li^  ions are distributed between octahedral and tetrahedral 
sites. ' NMR and conductivity studies suggest a change in the low transport 
mechanism in temperature range 500-700 K, which is manifested by a 'Knu' in the 
conductivity versus 1/T plot. At low temperatures the lithium ions which migrate 
by a dopping mechanism between the octaheadral sites, via a tetrahedral site. At 
high temperatures the mobility of the lithium ions on tetetrahedral sites become 
appreciable and a large fraction of the ions are found to move through now-doping 
mechanism.'' 
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Phase Transitions in Superionic Solids 
A variety of solids exhibit transformations from one crystal structure to 
another as the temperature or pressure is varied. The subject of phase transitions 
has grown enormously in recent years, with new types of transitions as well as 
new approaches to explain the phenomenon. The high ionic conductivity achieved 
by most of the superionic conductors is through well defined phase transitions, at 
particular temperatures. With increasing temperature, the electrical conductivity 
sometimes changes gradually (as in (3-alumina) or shows an abrupt jump (as in (i-
Agl, RbAg4l5 etc.). During a phase transition the free energy of the solid remains 
continuous but thermodynamic quantities such as entropy, volume and heat 
capacity exhibit discontinuous charges. 
Depending on this discontinuous change of Gibbs free energy 'G' at the 
transition, Pardee and Mahan classified the phase transhion as first or second 
order. In a first order transition where G(P,T) surface of the parent and the product 
phases intersect sharply, the entropy and the volume shows singular behaviour, 
electrolyte, otherwise called as insulator electrolyte transition is characterized by a 
sudden rise in the conductivity (a) when plotted against the inverse temperature 
(1/T). It can sometimes, be associated with a distinct structural and latent heat 
change. On the other hand in second - order transitions (order- disorder phase 
transitions). The heat capacity, compressibility or thermal expansivity shows 
singular behaviour. Here the a versus 1/T plot is continuous with a small change 
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in slope at the transition temperature. The electrical conductivity of a few 
superionic solids exhibiting the above types of phase transition are depicted in 
Fig.5. 
The phase transitions at T = 64°C for RbAgAls, 50°C for silver - pyridinium 
Iodide, 190°C for (CeFg) 0.95 (CaFz) 0.05, 1150°C for CaFj represent typical 
order-disorder transitions while T = 151°C for RbAg4l5, 147°C for Agl, 890°C for 
LuF3 were of the first kind. 
London introduced the concept of an order parameter, which is a measure 
of the order resulting from a phase transition. In a first-order transition, the change 
in Eq. is discontinuous, but in a second-order transition where the change of state 
is continuous the change in is also continuous. He proposed that 'G' in a 2"'' -
order (or structural) phase transition is not only a function of 'P' and 'T" but also 
of Hq around the transition point. The order parameter vanishes at the critical 
temperature, T^  in such variation. Thus due to the developments in the field by 
Kadanoff Wilson and others, it is now possible to characterize all higher order 
phase transitions in terms of the physical dimensionality, of the system and the 
order parameter, 'n'. It is noteworthy that there can be no phase transitions in one 
dimension if short range forces alone operates.^ ^ 
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(a) Phenomenonlogical theories on Phase transitions 
For the transitions of first kind, tlie Gibbs phase theory provides a 
satisfactoiy thermodynamic network that can be supplemented by more specific 
information derived priority from experiments. The x-ray and neutron diffraction 
methods supply detailed information about the geometry of the lattice. 
Measurements of rate of transitions give some information about the free energy 
barriers separating the different polymorphic modification. 
The essential thermodynamic features of the second kind has proved more 
elusive. Infact transitions of the second kind mark the onset of ferromagnetism, 
ferroeletricity and superconductivity and thus established molecular order in alloys 
and in crystals. 
The high conductivity is generally sustained by materials showing a high 
degree of disorder permitting many ion jumps to take place simultaneously. The 
thermally generated defects are made to interact in such a manner that the charge 
carrier density increase either abruptly or discontinuously result in a sudden 
increase in conductivity. Hubermann'^ ^ showed that a Frenkel pair attractive 
interaction is responsible for the phase transition. The crystals always contain 
finite number of schottkey and Frenkel defects which increases with temperature. 
He considered the formation of Frenkel pairs by ions leaving their normal sites 
and going to available interstitial sites. The conductivity depends on the number of 
Frenkel pairs, which is an exponential function of the activation energy for their 
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formation. The total activation energy is rendered defect concentration dependent, 
by assuming that there is an attractive interaction between the interstitial ion and 
the vacancy, proportional to the square of defect concentration. 
Almost simultaneously, Rice et al.'^ gave a model for the transition to the 
superonic state, in which they showed that the interstitial defects interacts with the 
induced stained field. Also the creation of interstitials would lead to a finite 
change in the volume of the crystal, making the solid in a state of hydrostatic 
strain. The free energy is assumed to be a function of defect concentration and the 
strain. They proposed a ratio ?t/ui where ui is the energy required to promote a 
cation to an interstitial site and X is an interaction parameter given by ?L = r^/wo, 
which in turn is related to the bulk modulus and the number of cations per unit 
volume. For a small value of >./ui (0.1) the number of defects increases smoothly 
with temperature and hence the o versus 1/T plot would be the same as for the 
normal ionic solids. For ^/ui < 0.97, the rate of increase of defect concentration 
changes at a certain temperature and the slope of the curve changes without an 
abrupt change in conductivity. But for A,/vi < 0.98, the defect concentration rises 
abruptly and hence, it corresponds to the first order transition occurring in 
superionic solids. Welch and Diene^ "^^ " have suggested two models wherein the 
thermally generated defect concentration modifies the free energy of the ionic 
crystal in such a way that different order of phase transition result. 
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(b) Lattice gas theories of phase transition 
In earlier theories, the first and second order superionic transitions and o 
versus 1/T behaviour were explained on the basis of a charge in the number of the 
charge carriers due to ion interactions. If a large number of charge carriers are 
present as a result of 1^ ' order phase transition then the mobile ions can be 
considered as a lattice gas doping from one lattice point to another. There particles 
interact with each other and modifies the ion diffusion or transport activation 
energy.*" The path probability method is used here to explain the migration. The 
earlier method is used here to explain the migration. The earlier random walk 
approach failed, because it requires the jump frequency of an atom to an adjacent 
site, to be constant, independent of location and time. But in the case of fast ion 
conductors with lightly disordered lattice, the number of vacancies are comparable 
with that of migrating cations and hence jump frequency of ions will be influenced 
greatly by their immediate surroundings. 
In an another theory proposed by Mahan,^ ^ the solid is represented as a 
network of sites where the ions can sit. The number of available sites is greater 
than the number of ions. It is assumed that there is a repulsive interaction between 
nearest neighbours. When an ion polarizes the host crystal, hopping must carry the 
polarizing cloud with it. The presence of appreciable disorder below the transition 
temperature {'[\) is a manifestation of the slow rise of the order parameter with 
decreasing temperature. That is, both above and below the transition temperature 
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there is substantial disorder, even though this temperature to an order-disorder 
transition as suggested by Pardee and Mahan. From the structural studies. Geller 
has also identified this transition as a disorder - disorder transition. 
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Chapter-2 
Phase Transition in Cr^ Mn*^  & Ag"^  
Doped Potassium Aluminium Sulphate 
KAUSO )^^ . 11H^O 
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The aluminium salts have a marked tendency to form complexes; and this is 
well illustrated by the sulphate which forms a series of complex salts of the type 
R2'S04.Al2(S04)3 or R'.Al (804)2-I2H2O where R' represents a univalent radical; 
these salts are grouped under the generic term alums. The univalent elements 
which take part in the formation of alums are: thallium, caesium, rubidium, 
potassium, and Na - and possibly lithium and silver as well as the univalent 
radicals ammonium, hydroxylamine and allyl-ammonium. Ten tetravalent 
elements can act instead of aluminium; thus, titanium, vanadium, chromium,Mn, 
Fe, Co, Ga, exluding lithium, Ag, hydroxylamine and alkylammonium, this makes 
66 members of the alum family. In addition, a number of selenic alums have been 
obtained in which selenium replaces sulphur; and E. von Gerichten' obtained other 
alums in which one component is a selenate and the other a sulphate. This would 
make 264 alums. 
Allowing for the relatively low stability of the tetravalent forms of some of 
the elements, as a rule, the greater the molecular weight of the univalent radical, 
the greater the stability of the alum and conversely, the greater the mol wt. Of the 
tetravalent metal the less the stability of the alum. 
Alum, in chemistry, is a term given to the crystallized double sulphtes of 
the typical formula, M2S04.M"'2 (S04)3.24H20, where M is the sign of an alkali 
metal (Potassium, sodium, rubidium, cesiu, silver or ammonium), and M'" denotes 
one of the trivalent metals (aluminium, chromium or ferrice iron). These salts are 
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employed in dying and various other industrial process. They are soluble in water, 
have an astrengent, acid and sweetish taste, react acid to litmus, and crystallize in 
regular octahedral. When heated they liquify and if heating be continued, the water 
of the crystallization is driven off, the salt froths and swells, and at last an 
amorphous powder remains. 
Potash alum is a double sulphate having molecular formula, AlK (804)2 
I2H2O. It is also known as aluminium potassium sulfate 12-hydrate, aluminium 
potassium sulphate 12-hydrate, potash alum, potassium alum, kalinite, potassium 
aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate. It appears as a white colourless crystals 
having melting point equal to 96°C. Its density is 1,76 gcm'^  and is appreciably 
soluble in water. It is a stable compound and may act as a skin, eye or respiratory 
irritant. 
Potassium aluminium sulphate was discovered by Hall and Herouh in 1886. 
Papers (SI8, Tn) recommend potassium aluminium sulphate as the titrant and 
suggest methylene blue or potential measurements as alternatives to methyl red for 
the end point detection. 
Potash alum (aluminium potassium sulphate dodecahydrate) (natural 
kalinite) is one of the easiest crystals to grow. Depending upon conditions, it can 
form colourless octahedral (most common), cubocahedra, cubes or monoclinic 
crystals. Under no circumstances is its crystal habit obtained as "tetrahedral". 
TetrahedraJ crystals are among the rarest of all crystal forms? 
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Potash alum K2SO4 Al2(S04)3.24H20, crystallizes in regular octahedral and 
is very soluble in water. The solution reddens litmus and is an astringent. When 
heated to nearly a red heat it gives porous friable mass which is known as "burnt 
alum". It fuses at 92°C in its own water of crystallization. "Neutral Alum" is 
obtained by the addition of as much sodium corbonate to a solution of alum as will 
begin to cause the separation of alumina. It is much used as mordanting. 
Crystallographic studies of potash alum reveal its crystal system to be 
isoeric - diploidal H-M symbol (2/m ) space group: Pa . cell dimensions are given 
as; a = 12.133, Z=4; V = 1,786.10 Den (calc) = 1.76. X-ray diffraction: by 
intensity (1/T): 4.298 (1), 3.25 (0.55), 4.053 (0.45). 
The cubic crystals of alum appear as octahedral when crystallized from 
aqueous solution. In 1772, A.M. Sieffert,'' and in 1802, N.B Blance, showed that if 
the soluble be made alkaline by the addition of lime, or alkali carbonate, the 
crystals are cubic alum. The subject has been also discussed by J.J.P. Valeton, C. 
Schafer and M. Schubert, T. Terada, and P. Niggli. L. Vegard and H. Schjelderup 
showed that the sides of the unit cubes containg four chemical molecules of potash 
alum are 12.08x10"^ R.W.G. Wychott said that the hemihedral st of the alums has 
in a unit cell four mols. With the composition R' R'" (S04).12H20 and in this 
space group the four sulphate oxygen atoms cannot be exactly alike three one 
similarly placed, but four are different from the other three the 12 mols of water 
fall into two groups six in each. H Schiff, and R. Krichmeyer found that ammonia 
Forms: [0 1 1] [1 00] [1 1 1] 
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and potash-alum form a continuous series of mixed crystals; F. P. Venable studied 
the mixed crystals of soda - potash alums. C. Soret reported that Soda-alum can be 
obtained in monoclinic prisms with axial ratios a:b:c = 2.5060: 1: 0.9125, and b = 
109° r , by pouring a layer of alcohol over a sat. aq. soluble of soda alum at 8 to 
12°C. 
Measurements with soluble of potash-alum were made by A. Michel and L. 
Kraft, E. Forster; M. le Blance and P Rohland, and F. Stolba F Fouque found the 
sp. Gr. Of a 11 percent soluble of potash alum to be 1.0093 and 1.0090 resp. at 0° 
and 90°C. The specific heat of potash - alum between 15°C and 22° was found by 
E. Band to be 0.349 and between - 188° and 18°, by J. Dalar, 0.256. W. Nemst 
and F. Schwers found the mol wt. To be 165.66 at -183.50, and 27.83 at -
247.3 J. K Bindel found for 6.3, 16.6, and 39.4 per cost soluble of potash alum the 
respective sp. Ht. 0.973, 0.860, and 0.714.^  
T. Graham said that potash alum loses three fourths of its water of 
crystallization at 64.5°, and he accordingly represented it by the formula 
K2S04.Al2(S04)3.6H20 + I8H2O. W. MuUer - Erzbach measured the vapour 
pressure of the crystal of potash alum and from the loss of water by potash alum 
confined over sulphuric acid of different concentration he inferred (T.Graham), 
that 18 of the 24 mol. Soluble water are more loosely attached than the other six. 
The index of refraction of crystals of potash alum has been measured by C. 
Soret,^  H. Dufet, A. Bor, A. Mohlheims, D. Brewster, F. Kohlraush, J. Railich, J. 
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Stefan, and A. Fock, The results are indicated in table. E. Forstr calculated the Sp. 
Raction the mols of water free alum in aq. soluble to be 0.1809 at 24°C. 
X 
G(431) 
F (486) 
b(518) 
E(527) 
D(589) 
C(656) 
B(686) 
a(718) 
K-alum (14°-17°C) 
1.46854 
1.46420 
1.46229 
1.46168 
1.45862 
1.45638 
1.45527 
1.45463 
Anomalous double refraction of potash alum has been studied by E. 
Reurch, E. Mallard. The refractive idex of crystallizing solution of potash alum 
was measured by a Miers and F. Isaac. A small reflection band in the ultra-red 
reflection spectrum of potash alum at 9.05jj. and W.W. coblentz, a maximum at 
9.1)i. The ultra-red transmission spectrum has water bands at 15|i and 2^. 
The alums, in dil. Solution, haw a conductivity which is almost exactly the 
mean of the conductivities of their constituents, from which it follows that the 
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complex alum molecules are broken down completely in such, solution into the 
molecule of the simpler sulphates, and that these simples mols. Ionize as if alone, 
barring the effect on the ionization produced when the solu. Are not isohydric. 
In concentration solu., the alums show a conductivity less than the mean of 
the conductivities of their constituents. The differente becomes more marked as 
the concentration increases, and is of the same order as that observed for other 
double sulphates. It is much greater them that find in the case of mixtures of 
sulphates in capable of yielding a double salts. This must be regarded as evidence 
that the alms are partially undercomposed into the constituent mols. In such solu., 
or that the ionization into the simple ions into which thesingle sulfate break down 
is not complet. This is confirmed bh the f p. determinations. J.F. Danieell and 
W.A. Miller made some observations on the transport number of the alums in aq. 
solu. Schmidt measured the dielectricconstant of Potash - alum; for X=a, this 
constant is 6.67 and for A, = 25 cm, 6.25. 
The solubility of potash alum has been measured by R. Brandes, J.B. 
Richter, Locke etc. Earl of Berkeley found that a solid separated from solu. At 
abmt 68°C. Potash alum is almost insoluble in solu. Ofal sulfate. It was found that 
the solubility of potash-alum is reduced by the presence of soda alum. It is very 
small in alcohol. When the crystals of P.A are exposed to the air, they become an 
opaque-white superficially, some ammonia is absorbed from the air, and a basic 
sulphate formed. Alum which has lost 18 mols of water over concentration H2SO4 
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absorbs the cost water from the atms during 3 months exposure, in summer and 
more water continues to be absorbed. 
Although the chemist thinks of alums as hydrated double sulfates in which 
one of the sulfates in that of a monovalent cation and the other sulfate that of a 
trivalent cation M'M'" (804)2.12H2O, the word is often used in place of hydrated 
aluminium sulfate. The monovalent cation is usually an alkali metal ion. 
The capacity of the alkali metals to form alums increases with the radius of 
the monovalent ion from Na (l.OA) to cesium (1.65 A). The solubility of the alum 
increases in the same order. The alkali aluminium alums are the most common. 
Because of this tendency, the formation of lithium alum is in doubt.^  The sodium-
o 
aluminium derivative is said to exist only between the range 11-39°C. The alums 
of the heavier alkalies are more stable. 
These salts are considered to be isomorphous and are all cubic, but X-ray 
studies of the alkali-aluminium alums and of the alkali-chromium alums'" have 
shown that the arrangement of the structural units, M', M'" , S04~ and H2O 
molecule is not the same in all cases. The structure of a particular alum is 
dependent ion the radius of the monovalent ion. In the potassium derivative six of 
the water molecules are grouped around the aluminium atom forming a nearly 
regular octaheadron. The other set of six water molecules is of an essentially 
different nature and link together the SO4" tetrahedron, the (Al (H20)6]'^ ^ 
octahedron and the potassium atom. Each of these waters touches two oxygens. 
Fig. 2 The electrostatic bond structure. (Courtesy of Proc. Roy. Soi (London) 148A, 678 (1935), Fig. 7.) 
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one aluminium water and one potassium atom, and the arrangement of the bonds is 
approximately tetrahedral. The function of the water molecules associated with 
potassium seems to be to average out the trivalency of the aluminium and the 
monovalency of the potassium so that surfaces more or less uniformly charged 
will be presented to the 864" groups. This structure is an example of the type 
designated as a and is typical of medium sized ions such as the potassium ion and 
the rubidium ion. The |3-type is typical of cesium ion and the v type of the small 
Na ion. Although the a type involves medium atoms it can be induced with 
cesium by deposition on rubidium alum." The rubidium chromium alum has been 
found to be the P-type along with cesium chromium alum, but potassium 
chromium alum is the a-type characteristics of medium sized ions "consider a 
monovalent ion (R') of varying radius. Suppose the a-structure is first formed. As 
the radius increases, each H2O which touches the monovalent ion will move nearer 
to the other groups which it touches and these will tend to alter their orientation to 
preserve correct distances. This change is limited and there must be a translation 
of the sulfate groups. The movement of the sulfate groups is such as to decrease 
their distance from R' which is also increasing in size. A point is thus bound to 
occur when the attraction between the two is sufficient to become a governing 
factor in the structure. The sulfate then takes up a new position of equilibrium 
under the extra forces involved. This movement in sufficient to explain the 
difference between the a and P-types. If the radius of R' is decreased in the 
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structure, the water molecule associated with it will move further from the other 
groups. The resulting increase in the distance H2O-O cannot be corrected 
sufficiently by translation of the sulfate groups along the tricid axis but, by being 
oppositely oriented along the tried a six, the distance R'-O can be smaller and the 
y-structure is formed. There is no means of allowing for a further decrease in R' 
and this limitation probably accounts for the non-existence of lithium alum. Fig. 
Potassium aluminium sulphate ("Potash alum") Kal (804)2. H2O was 
chosen to be the inert, crystallizing substance because of its solubility in water, 
ambient temperature crystallization conditions, and abundance of information on 
its crystallization characteristics. Potash alum is used in the tanning, dyeing, 
pharmaceutical, and cosmetic industries. It is also used as a styptic pensil, 
hardening agent, and set accelerator for cement and plaster materials. In industry, 
potash alum is manufactured by treating bauxite with sulfuric acid followed by 
potassium sulphate or by the reaction of aluminium sulphate with potassium 
sulphate. 
Cooling crystallization was chosen to be the best method to crystallize 
potash alum. In cooling crystallization, the substance is first dissolved in a solvent 
in which it is readily soluble. Then the solution is cooled to a lower temperature at 
which the solubility of the solute decreases and the crystals form, leaving most 
impurities dissolved. The crystals are consequently separated from the slurry in 
this case, through filtration. 
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The analysis of T. Thomson, L.J. Thenard and M. Roard, L.N. VauqueH, T. 
Graham, and J. Lowe show that potash alum corresponds with potassium 
aluminium sulphate, K2S04.Al2(So4)3.24H20, or dodecahydrate potash alum 
sulfate, KAl (804)2.12H2O. As indicated in connection with the history of 
aluminium, the manufacture of alums from alum rock or alunite a basic potash 
alums sulfate, vide-infra-dates from early times. H.T.S. Britton studied the ternary 
system, Al2(S04)3-K2S04-H20, at 25°C, and his results are summarized in Fig.? 
Where the ordinates represent the number of grams of water in which 100 grams 
of the solute dissolve to give a saturated solution. Indication of the solid phases 
K2SO4, alum, Al2(S04)318H2O, were obtained. Potash alum is also made from 
alumo shakes which contain pyrites, and sometimes according to H. MuUer, 
organic sulphides. 
Pressure induced amorphization in potassium aluminium sulphate 
dodecahydrate (Potash alum) has been studied using Roman spectroscopy in a 
diamond anvil cell up to a pressure of 15 Gpa. In potash alum, some of the 
sulphate ions are misoriental with their S-0 bond pointing towards potassium 
rather than aluminium leading to an oriental disorder which ranges from 10 to 
24% at ambient conditions. The disorder is quantified from the intensities of the 
Raman lines characteristic of the two orientations. The samples with low initial 
disorder exhibit a sequence of two structural phase transitions occurring at 15 and 
9 GPa respectively. The phase above 1.5 GPa which could be pressure quenched 
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to ambient conditions, is found to be free from orientational disorder. On the other 
hand, in the samples with high initial disorder, the disorder is found to grow as a 
function of pressure and beyond a critical value the system a morphous, which is 
confirmed from the disappearance of sharp diffraction peaks. In view of these 
results it is apparent that the orientational disorder is the driving mechanism of 
amorphization in potash alum. The different initial disorder in different sample a 
one believed to arise from a combination of a dynamic disorder (equilibrium) and 
static disorder arising from the defects. This defect could possibly be a missing 
molecule in the water octahedral around the potassium ion. "" 
Preparation of Material: 
Crystals of potassium aluminium sulphate were prepared by mixing hot 
saturated solutions of aluminium and potassium sulphate. To do thus 6.66gm of 
aluminium sulphate crystallohydrate was dissolved in 5 ml of hot water (70°C). 
The amount of potassium sulphate equimolecular to 6.66 g of aluminium sulphate 
crystallohydrate was calculated. This amount of potassium sulphate was weighed 
and dissolved in 10 ml. of hot water. The potassium sulphate solution was poured 
into the solution of aluminium sulphate. The solution was cooled down, and the 
precipitated crystals were fiUered off and then dryed between the sheets of filter 
paper. 
Potassium alum forms crystals of the cubic system shaped like cubic 
octahedral. By adding a saturated solution of the chromium alum KCr (804)2. 
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I2H2O to a growing solution of the aluminium alum we may grow purple, 
homogeneous mixed crystals of the salts. 
Electrical Conductivity Measurements: 
In order to measure electrical conductivity pellets were prepared by pouring 
sample a stainless steel die and pressing at a pressure of 4 tonnes/cm^ with the 
help of a hydroaulic press (spectra Lab, Model SL-89). The pallets has an area of 
4.524 cm and thickness of 0.1 - 0.2 cm, pellets were found to be of the same 
colour as the original powder. However, higher pressure were found to cause 
uneven darkening in the pallets. 
The electrical measurements were performed by means of a two probe 
method. The pellet was mounted on a stainless still sample holder assembly 
between copper plates to which leads were attached, using two polished platinum 
electrodes. The copper leads were electrically insulated from the sample holder by 
Teflon sheets. This assembly was then placed inside an oven. The temperature was 
brought to the desired level and kept there for about 15 minutes to ensure that 
equilibrium has been reached. A Gen Rad 1659 RLC Digi Bridge with the 
frequency 100 Hz-10 KHz was employed for measuring conductivity. 
Conductivity measurements were made over the temperature range 20-200°C. 
Electrical conductivity of ionic solids. Conductivity measurement that were 
amonst the earliest physicochemical measurement that were made on solids. All 
ionic materials have an electrical conductivity in the solid due to the diffusive 
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motion of the ions. In most such materials, this diffusion is associated with the 
motion of point defects created either by thermal excitation by dopeing. The 
concentration of thermally generated defects in most ionic materials in extremely 
low. But in superionic conductors the thermal disorder is to large at high 
temperature that he conductivity attains liquid - like values. 
Tubandt and co-workers were the first to verify the Faradays law of 
electrolysis in ionic solids, it is a modification of Hittorfs experiment used to 
determine transport number of electrolyte solution. Their experiments allowed 
transport number to be evaluated and revealed a wide range of behaviour. The 
diffusion process can be expressed analytically by Picks' law which states that the 
number of atoms crossing a unit area per unit time, J, is proportional to the 
gradient of their concentration N, 
dt 
Where D is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion is materialized in four different 
ways. Direct interchange between two atoms, migration of on interstitial atom, 
atomic displacement into a neighbouring vacancy and diffusion of pairs of 
vacancies are that distinct process.^° The sum of the energies of defect formation 
and subsequent migration is called the activation energy of that process. The 
temperature dependence of the coefficient of diffusion is related to the activation 
energy E by 
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D = Do -E/KT 
Where Do is constant for a crystal. The ionic conductivity due to monovalent ions 
01 one sign is given by - \v 
Data Analysis: \ ^ '" , . i* 
'•. - ^ - ^ - ' 
' ^ ^ • • • / , • . - • • - ^ ' " - y ' 
The simplest first step in the analj'sis' of' the conductivity data is to 
determine the arrhenius energies from the plot of log a versus 1/T. The slope of 
the curve gives directly the value of activation energy E. The next stage is to 
attempt to relate these to the microscopic conduction process. 
where Ur is the number of conducting species of type r per unit volume, qr and Ur 
are charge and mobility respectively. The value of nr can be written down in terms 
of point defects and schottky pairs, that is, a cation vacancy 'a' and an anion 
vacancy 'av' the defect equilibrium can be described by the quasi-chemical 
expression. 
O = CV + av, 
where 'O' is the perfect lattice. A cation and an anion vacancy can form a neutral 
vacancy pair 'up' and cation vacancy can form a neutral complex 'cp' by 
association with a divalent cation impurity M^^ . This can be described by the 
quasichemical expression. 
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CV + av = vp 
M + Cv = CP respectively. 
The law of mass action can be applied to each expressions to yield the equilibrium 
constant in terms of the defect concentrations. It is possible to solve the mass 
action equations using the constrains of charge and site balance and to write down 
an explicit expression for the concentration of any defect in terms of the 
thermodynamic parameters governing its formation and association with other 
defects. 
Beaumount and Jacobs"" suggested a computer least square fitting method 
for conductivity data analysis. This method has been used to determine the defects 
parameters in a wide range of simple ionic solids, including the alkali halides^ '^^ ^ 
AgCl and AgBr and the fluonte structured halides. The quality of the 
conductivity data and the fitting can be judged from the works on silver halides. 
Conductivity studies have proved to be rather complex in these systems. The 
intrinsic disorder is cation Frenkel pairs and the interstitial Ag* ions can diffuse 
via two mechanism. The collinear and non-collinear interstitially mechanisms. 
This increases the number of adjustable parameters in the fitting to 11 compared 
with 9 used in the simplest model to analyse the conductivity of the alkali halide 
crystal. 
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Conductivity measurements are the best method, of obtaining accurate 
defect parameters in strongly in these materials. In near future the conductivity 
measurements and calculations on more complex systems will be very fruitful. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The conductivity usually increases as temperature increases, until at 
melting point, molten salt conductivity is obtained. Usually one constructs 
Arrhenius plots for temperature dependence of conductivity. 
Activation energy for a diffusion process is the sum of the energies of 
defect formation and subsequent migration. Temperature dependence of diffusion 
coefficient is related to the activation energy by, 
D = Doe'^ '^^ ^ 
where Do is a constant for crystal R is the gas constant and E is the activation 
energy, then, equation for conductivity becomes. 
.-> 
kT 
K 
aiT = ao e 
Taking log 
En aiT Mn aO e -E/RT 
Thus from the plot of In aT vs l/T, the act. Energy, which is the slope of the curve 
can be determined. For solid electrolytes, arrhenius plot is normally linear and the 
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pre-exponential factor and the activation energy are usually small, the latter 
being about 0.2eV. 
Electrical conductivity as a function of temperature for pure and Cr Mn , 
Ag* doped potassium aluminium sulfate are presented in Fig.3. The usual log (aT) 
versus 1/T system of coordinates were used to present the data as shown in Fig.l. 
It can be observed that the pure sample of potassium aluminium sulfate shows a 
small and gradual increase in electrical conductivity upto 82°C temperature. But at 
82°C a sharp increase in conductivity is observed suggesting a phase transition in 
potassium aluminium sulfate. This increase in conductivity goes upto 160°C, when 
melting is observed. At melting point conductivity decreases which suggests the 
collapse of the lattice structure which was facilitating the movement of K* ions 
responsible for high conductivity. 
The O.land 0.1 M Cr doped potassium aluminium sulfate again show a 
similar trend in the conductivity except that the phase transition observed in these 
cases are at relatively higher temperature. The higher the amount of Cr^ ^ ion 
dopant, the higher is the phase transition temperature. This likely results from the 
partial replacement of a large size K^ ion by relatively smaller size Cr*^  ion (K^ = 
1.33A),Cr^'-0.69A). 
This is responsible for the elevation of phase transition of Cr^ ^ doped 
potassium aluminium sulfate. 
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+3 
rhc activation energy values for ionic motion for pure and Cr doped 
potassium aluminium sulfate are tabulated in Table 1, given below : 
Sample 
Pure Pol.Al Sulfate 
. 1M Cr"^  doped KA1(S04)2.12H2O 
.008 Cr'doped KA1(S04)2.12H20 
P.T. Temp 
82°C 
116°C 
90°C 
Activation energy 
kJ/mole 
166.28A 
55.42 B 
83.14A 
33.25 B 
166.28 A 
83.14 B 
A = pre-transition 
B = Post transition 
The .IM Cr' doped sample is having a low activation energy in the high 
temperature phase. The dopant ions produce a far greater number of defects than 
the defects produced by thermal excitation. Hence the number of defects in the 
high temperature phase can be considered approximately constant and the 
activation energy would correspond to the enthalpy of migration of ions in this 
region. Increase in dopant concentration increased the conductivity considerably. 
The enhanced conductivity by the addition of impurity can only be possible if the 
host lattice stays undistorted even after the addition. 
The partial replacement of a monovalent host ion by the trivalent guest ion 
gives rise to additional vacancies in the host lattice in accordance with the 
electronutrality requirement. In the high temperature phase it was reported that 
such extrinsic vacancies contribute mainly to conductivity and ionic size is having 
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insignificant effect following aliovalent dopant substitution in the host lattice. 
Hence partial replacement of K^ by Cr"^  causes increased electrical conductivity. 
But in low temperature phase, the ionic radius plays very important role in 
the conductivity enhancement. Though additional vacancies are produced in the 
low temperature phase, the lattice distortion effected by the substitution of smaller 
cation would reduce the mobility of the host cation. 
With the availability of additional vacancies created by Cr^  substitution, in 
the host lattice,"" the K ions move through the lattice with a high elementary 
hopping probability. The increased vacancy concentrations due to the partial 
substitution by Cr^ ^ creates additional migration paths for K ,^ which in turn 
increases the conductivity. 
Mn^ ^ doped KAl (804)2-I2H2O 
Electrical conductivity as a function of increasing temperature for pure and 
.OlM, 0.02M, 0.03M, 0.0 IM Mn^ ^ doped potassium sulfate are plotted in Fig.4. 
The usual log ( CTT) versus 1/T coordinates have been used to present the data. It 
can be observed that the pure potassium aluminium sulfate shows a small and 
gradual increase in electrical conductivity upto 82°C. But at this temperature a 
sharp increase in conductivity is observed suggesting a phase transition in 
potassium aluminium sulfate. This increase in conductivity goes upto 160°C, when 
melting is observed. At melting point, decrease in conductivity suggests the 
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collapse of the lattice structure which was facilitating the movement of K^ ions 
responsible for high conductivity. 
The .OlM, .02, .03, .07 M Mn doped potassium aluminium sulfate again 
shows a similar trend in the conductivity except that the phase transition observed 
in these cases are relatively at higher temperature. The break in the conductivity 
for all samples indicated the occurrence of a transition from ordered phase to 
disordered phase. Since Mn^ ^ cation is having smaller ionic radius (O.8OA) as 
compared to the larger K^ (1.33A). The partial replacement of monovalent ion e.g. 
host ion K* by divialent guest ion e.g. Mn^ ^ = O.8OA and K^(I.33A), in the KAl 
(804)2.121^20 lattice generates additional vacancies the host lattice in accordance 
with the electroneutrality requirement. This is responsible for the increased 
conductivity with the increase in dopant concentrations the phase transition 
temperature increases considerably. The different conduction plot shows a 
remarkable changes at slope at the various transition temperatures which indicates 
an increase in ionic conductivity at that point. 
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Values of activation energy for ionic conductivity are tabulated below 
Table 2 
Sample 
Pure KAl (804)2 
.IMMn^^ 
.02 Mn^ ^ 
P.T. Temp 
82°C 
86°C 
100°C 
Activation energy 
kJ/mole 
166.28A 
55.42 B 
31.17A 
24.94 B 
41.57A 
6.92 B 
A = pre-transition 
B = Post transition 
However the activation energy value for the P-phase is lower than a-phase. 
From this table it may be seen that the.lM Mn^ ^ doped samples is having low 
activation energy in the pre-transition region and .02 M Mn doped sample, 
having low in the post transition region. The doped ions produce a far greater 
number of defects than the defects produced by thermal excitation, hence the 
number of defects in the high temperature phase can be considered approximately 
constant and the activation energy would correspond to the enthalpy of migration 
of ions in this region. 
It appears therefore, that the substitution of a divalent cation having smaller 
size than the ion which is replaced, can provide additional higher number of 
activated mobile ions. But in low temperature phase, it is ionic size which plays an 
important role in conductivity enhancement. As additional vacancies are produced 
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in the low temperature phase, the lattice distortion effected by the substitution of 
smaller cation would, reduce the mobility of the host cation. 
Ag^dopedKAl (804)2: 
The data for the temperature dependence of conductivity of .03, .002, .006, 
.1 M Ag* doped potash alum sample is presented in the Fig. 5. It can be obtained 
from the Fig that pure potash aluminium sulfate undergoes phase transition at 
82°C. At this temperature a sharp increase in conductivity is observed suggesting a 
phase transition in potassium aluminium sulfate. This increase in conductivity 
goes upto 160°C and at this point melting is observed. There is a sharp decrease in 
conductivity at melting point which suggests the collapse of the lattice structure 
which was facilitating the movement of K^ ions responsible for higher 
conductivity. The drop in conductivity may be due to the collapse of the lattice 
above 144°C. Such type of decrease in conductivity has been reported for 
Na2S04 '^ and K2S04^^ as well. 
The various dopant concentrations show a similar trend in conductivity. 
The partial replacement of a large sized potassium (K^) ion by relatively smaller 
Ag (1.26A) leads to increase in electric conductivity. This is due to higher 
mobility of Ag . However, the conductivity enhancement can also result from an 
increased number of activated mobile K^ ion resulting from the weaker lattice 
bonding force. The above effect is known as lattice loosening in mixed cation 
composition. 
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Value of activation energy for ionic conductivity are tabulated below 
Table 3 
Sample 
Pure KAl (804)2 
.OlMAg^ 
.03 Ag' 
P.T. Temp 
82°C 
78°C 
82°C 
Activation energy 
kJ/mole 
166.28A 
62.35 B 
83.14A 
27.71 B 
207.85A 
62.35 B 
The activation energy for the P-phase in lower than that of the a-phase. 
The lower activation energy is due to the presence of electronic conductivity 
which would contribute a higher percentage of the current to the P-phase from a-
phase. 
CONCLUSION 
It appears, therefore, that the substitution of a relatively smaller cations (Cr '^', 
Mn , Ag ) could create vacancies in the host lattice to maintain electroneutrality. 
The generated cation vacancies can provide higher number of activated mobile 
ions. In the low temperature phase the ionic size plays very important role in 
conductivity enhancement. 
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